All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec005}
============

Since becoming part of the Olympic program in 1984, synchronized swimming has enjoyed a growing worldwide popularity. This highly technical sport combines aerobic and anaerobic endurance, flexibility, strength, power, acrobatics and performance skills, and choreography \[[@pone.0178819.ref001]\] requiring long hours of training to attain such broad attributes \[[@pone.0178819.ref002]\].

Most synchronized swimmers enter the sport as young girls at the recreational level, and by the age of 13--15 years, the more talented athletes start training and competing at a more intense level \[[@pone.0178819.ref003]\]. Elite swimmers tend to train 6 days per week with one day off, and training sessions usually last between 3 and 5 hours \[[@pone.0178819.ref002], [@pone.0178819.ref003]\] and are divided in two workouts per day with different content. For example, sport-specific skill training in the water could follow a pool session of swimming for aerobic fitness. A dry land training could occur later in the same day, consisting of flexibility, dry land drills, or a psychology session \[[@pone.0178819.ref003]\]. As a result, training demands at the elite level often result in high-volume---averaging approximately 40 h per week---and high-intensity training programs \[[@pone.0178819.ref002], [@pone.0178819.ref004]\].

Young athletes may experience fluid imbalances if some conditions are met, with possible consequences on their physical performance, cognitive performance and health maintenance \[[@pone.0178819.ref005]--[@pone.0178819.ref008]\].

Despite the high requirements at such a young age, information about fluid intake and hydration during the strenuous SS training is scarce. Female swimmers show low energy availability, especially in phases of intensified training performed before competition \[[@pone.0178819.ref009]\]. Findings highlight the importance of ensuring adequate fluid intake during synchronized swimming training to enable optimal performance. Nevertheless, it has been suggested that there is lower fluid replacement during pool sessions, possibly due to the limited drink breaks or because athletes try to avoid potential gastrointestinal discomfort if the exercise requires them to be upside down \[[@pone.0178819.ref010]\].

The assessment of body hydration is a dynamic and complex process, and no measurement is valid for all situations \[[@pone.0178819.ref011]\]. In this context, bioelectrical impedance vector analysis (BIVA) emerges as a relatively novel technique for assessing hydration status without algorithm-inherent errors or requiring assumptions such as constant tissue hydration \[[@pone.0178819.ref012], [@pone.0178819.ref013]\]. BIVA uses raw bioelectrical impedance parameters, i.e., resistance (R, the opposition to flow through intra- and extracellular ionic solutions) and reactance (Xc, additional opposition from the capacitance effect of cell membranes and tissue interfaces), standardized by height (h) to remove the effect of conductor length, which yields a vector that is plotted in an RXc graph \[[@pone.0178819.ref014]\]. Overall, BIVA properties are especially interesting for hydration assessment in sports, during both competitions and training \[[@pone.0178819.ref015], [@pone.0178819.ref016]\].

The aim of this study was, first, to determine the hydration changes evoked during a synchronized swimming training session by focusing on changes of the whole-body impedance vector. Secondly, we compared the SS young elite sample with a reference nonathletic population and generated its 50%, 75% and 95% percentiles of the bioelectrical variables distribution, also known as tolerance ellipses. We hypothesized that the hydration status of the young swimmers would be altered by the long, intense training sessions and the barriers for an adequate fluid intake. In this line, these swimmers would be characterized by a specific distribution of BIVA variables when compared to the reference population.

Materials and methods {#sec006}
=====================

Participants {#sec007}
------------

Eighty-four female SS athletes of two competitive categories, comen (C~o~, n = 53) and junior (J~r~, *n* = 31) swimmers, including the entire Spanish national junior team, were recruited for the study in March 2012. Thirty-five (C~o~, n = 19; J~r~, *n* = 16) did not meet inclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) to have competed at national and/or international level at least in the previous two years; (2) to not present injuries or any clinical condition at the time of the study; (3) to be in a postmenarcheal state with the ovarian cycle between days 5^th^ to 11^th^ \[[@pone.0178819.ref017]\]; (4) to not be under contraceptives or menstrual cycle pharmacological regulators treatment. Sample size was calculated to detect an effect size (ES) = 0.5, with an estimated sample standard deviation (SD) = 7.0, and a SD for changes = 0.7, requiring a minimum of 15 subjects per group. Power (P = 1 --β) was set at 0.80, and the confidence interval was α = 0.05. Forty-nine athletes were selected (C~o~, n = 34; J~r~, n = 15). All subjects voluntarily participated in the study and delivered written informed consent, with parental permission when needed. The study was conducted following the WMA Helsinki Declaration Statement \[[@pone.0178819.ref018]\] and approved by the Ethics Committee for Clinical Sport Research of Catalonia. The characteristics of the participants are shown in [Table 1](#pone.0178819.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0178819.t001

###### Characteristics of participants.

![](pone.0178819.t001){#pone.0178819.t001g}

                   All swimmers ~(95%\ CI)~   Comen ~(95%\ CI)~               Junior ~(95%\ CI)~              Unpaired t-test                           
  ---------------- -------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- --------- -----------------------------------------------
  General                                                                                                                                               
                       Age (years)            14.6 ± 1.4 ~(14.2--15.0)~       13.9 ± 0.9 ~(13.6--14.2)~       16.3 ± 0.6 ~(16.0--16.7)~       -10.851   0.0001[^\*^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
                       Training (h/week)      19.4 ± 7.6 ~(17.4--21.8)~       15.0 ± 2.7 ~(14.0--15.9)~       30.0 ± 3.8 ~(28.0--32.1)~       -15.911   0.0001[^\*^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
                       Practice (years)       6.9 ± 1.8 ~(6.4--7.4)~          5.9 ± 1.1 ~(5.6--6.3)~          9.1 ± 1.0 ~(8.6--9.7)~          -9.980    0.0001[^\*^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Anthropometric                                                                                                                                        
                       Height (cm)            163.3 ± 7.6 ~(161.1--165.4)~    161.9 ± 8.2 ~(159.0--164.8)~    166.3 ± 4.8 ~(163.7--169.0)~    -1.943    0.058
                       BM (kg)                49.1 ± 7.0 ~(47.1--51.2)~       47.2 ± 7.0 ~(44.8--49.7)~       53.5 ± 5.2 ~(50.6--56.3)~       -3.103    0.003[^\*^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
                       BMI (kg/m^2^)          18.4 ± 1.8 ~(17.9--18.9)~       18.0 ± 1.9 ~(17.3--18.6)~       19.3 ± 1.3 ~(18.6--20.0)~       -2.514    0.015[^\*^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
                       Fat mass (%)           16.5 ± 4.4 ~(15.2--17.8)~       15.6 ± 4.7 ~(13.9--17.2)~       18.6 ± 2.6 ~(17.2--20.1)~       -2.382    0.021[^\*^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
                       Muscle mass (%)        38.0 ± 4.7 ~(36.7--39.4)~       37.7 ± 5.4 ~(35.8--39.6)~       38.8 ± 2.6 ~(37.3--40.2)~       -0.722    0.474
  Bioelectrical                                                                                                                                         
                       R/h (Ω/m)              319.7 ± 36.7 ~(309.1--330.2)~   328.4 ± 38.8 ~(314.9--341.9)~   299.9 ± 21.6 ~(287.9--311.9)~   3.286     0.002[^\*^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
                       Xc/h (Ω/m)             39.9 ± 3.9 ~(38.7--41.0)~       40.0 ± 4.5 ~(38.4--41.5)~       39.6 ± 2.2 ~(38.4--40.8)~       0.395     0.695
                       PA (°)                 7.1 ± 0.5 ~(7.0--7.3)~          7.0 ± 0.5 ~(6.8--7.1)~          7.5 ± 0.4 ~(7.3--7.7)~          -4.166    0.0001[^\*^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}

Values are mean ± SD; BM, body mass; BMI, body mass index; R, resistance; Xc, reactance; PA, phase angle; h, height; CI, 95% confidence interval

\* significant differences between comen and junior swimmers (p \< 0.05).

Study design {#sec008}
------------

This pre-post quasi-experimental study was both descriptive and correlational and aimed to approach the topic from an ecological perspective. The study analyzed the acute adaptations induced by synchronized swimming training session on body mass--BM (kg), bioelectrical vector variables \[resistance (R, Ω), resistance adjusted by height (R/h, Ω/m), reactance (Xc, Ω), reactance adjusted by height (Xc/h, Ω/m), impedance module (Z, Ω), and phase angle (PA, °)\] and the extracellular water/total body water ratio (ECW:TBW, %). In addition to these independent variables, several others were recorded to characterize the sample ([Table 1](#pone.0178819.t001){ref-type="table"}) and the training ([Table 2](#pone.0178819.t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0178819.t002

###### Characteristics of the training sessions.

![](pone.0178819.t002){#pone.0178819.t002g}

                           All swimmers ~(95%\ CI)~            Comen ~(95%\ CI)~               Junior ~(95%\ CI)~              Unpaired t-test   
  ------------------------ ----------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------------- ----------------------------------------------
  Duration (min)           167.6 ± 28.0 ~(159.6--175.7)~       149.6 ± 3.3 ~(148.5--150.8)~    208.4 ± 10.3 ~(202.7--214.1)~   -21.695           0.001[^\*^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Internal training load                                                                                                                         
          RPE (a.u)        6.6 ± 0.5 ~(6.4--6.7)~              6.4 ± 0.5 ~(6.3--6.6)~          6.8 ± 0.6 ~(6.5--7.1)~          -2.220            0.03[^\*^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
          Session--RPE     1102.4 ± 231.3 ~(1036.0--1168.9)~   963.9 ± 78.5 ~(963.5--991.3)~   1416 ± 129 ~(1344.8--1488.0)~   -12.572           0.001[^\*^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Water intake (L)         0.6 ± 0.2 ~(0.5--0.6)~              0.5 ± 0.2 ~(0.4--0.6)~          0.7 ± 0.3 ~(0.5--0.8)~          -2.177            0.04[^\*^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}

Values are mean ± SD; RPE, rating of perceived exertion (CR-10 scale); a.u, arbitrary units; CI, 95% confidence interval

\* significant differences between comen and junior swimmers (p \< 0.05).

Procedures {#sec009}
----------

The study was conducted two weeks before the Spanish National Synchronized Swimming Championship, within the 4-week precompetitive mesocycle. One training session was performed by each group on the same day. The protocol is chronologically summarized in [Fig 1](#pone.0178819.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![Study protocol.\
°C, body and skin temperature measurements; Pre-T, pre-training measurements; Post-T, post-training measurements; RPE, rating of perceived exertion; C~o~, comen; J~r~, junior.](pone.0178819.g001){#pone.0178819.g001}

To attain a state of euhydration prior to BIA measurements \[[@pone.0178819.ref006]\], swimmers were required to abstain from caffeine, alcohol and exercise the day before the investigation \[[@pone.0178819.ref019]\]. They were also instructed to drink 3.0 L of fluid over 24 h (2.0 L to be consumed between 6:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.) in addition to their habitual western dietary practices. From 10:00 p.m. until the start of the pre-test next morning, no further fluid or food intake was allowed \[[@pone.0178819.ref006]\]. From 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. the following day, after monitoring body and skin temperatures, pre-training measurements were performed in a thermoneutral room (25°C) to obtain anthropometric (BM) and bioelectrical data (R, R/h, Xc, Xc/h, PA, Z, and ECW:TBW). Immediately after, participants consumed a standardized breakfast consisting of 1 cheese and ham sandwich, 1 plain yogurt, 1 banana, and 220 mL of natural orange juice \[[@pone.0178819.ref020]\]. At 10:00 a.m., all swimmers performed a category-specific training session in a 50-m indoor pool with 30 m available for use (water temperature: 25--26°C). The characteristics of both training are shown in [Table 2](#pone.0178819.t002){ref-type="table"}.

Fluid intake (H2O) during the training was monitored by a certified dietician. Swimmers were instructed to drink a similar amount of water in the middle and at the end of training. Pre- and post-training, BIA measurements were conducted after urination and defecation \[[@pone.0178819.ref021]\] to minimize the influence of food/fluid ingestion \[[@pone.0178819.ref022]\] and exercise \[[@pone.0178819.ref023]\]; pre-training measurements were conducted while fasting, and the post-training data were obtained within the first hour of recovery. Just after completing the training session, the rating of perceived exertion (RPE) was assessed using the Borg CR-10 scale \[[@pone.0178819.ref024]\]. Finally, after checking that body and skin temperatures were similar to those registered in the pre-training measurements, the post-training assessment was performed.

### Anthropometric assessment {#sec010}

BM was measured to the nearest 0.05 kg using a calibrated weighing scale (Seca 710, Hamburg, Germany). Height (h) was measured to the nearest 1 mm using a telescopic stadiometer (Seca 220, Hamburg, Germany). Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as body mass / height2 (kg/m^2^). Anthropometric measurements were taken according to the standard criteria of The International Society for the Advancement of Kinanthropometry \[[@pone.0178819.ref025]\].

### Whole-body bioimpedance assessment {#sec011}

R and Xc were measured using a previously calibrated plethysmograph (Z-Metrix, BioparHom, Le Bourget-du-Lac, France) that emitted a 77 μA alternating sinusoidal current at seven operating frequencies (1, 5, 50, 150, 200, 250, and 325 kHz). The 50-kHz single frequency was selected for BIVA \[[@pone.0178819.ref026]\]; meanwhile, multi-frequency capabilities were used to estimate body composition--fat mass (FM) and muscle mass (MM), and the ECW:TBW was calculated by ECW/TBW•100. The device provides impedance values with an accuracy average error of 0.95 ± 1.58% and average repeatability errors of 0.55 ± 0.38% for all the frequency range (1 to 1000 kHz) \[[@pone.0178819.ref027]\]. Bioelectrical measurements were conducted under controlled conditions \[[@pone.0178819.ref014]\] through the standard whole-body, tetrapolar, distal BIA technique \[[@pone.0178819.ref028]\]. The anatomical sites for electrodes (Red Dot 2660--5, 3M Corporate Headquarters, St. Paul, MN, USA) were marked with a waterproof pen \[[@pone.0178819.ref029]\]. Bioelectrical measurements were repeated until they were stable to within 1 Ω (usually up to three times within an interval of 20--30 s). The average value was used in calculations \[[@pone.0178819.ref021]\].

Regarding the BIVA method, the correlation between R and Xc determines the ellipsoidal form of the bivariate probability distributions (confidence intervals for average vectors and tolerance for individual vectors). The vector direction is defined as the phase angle (PA) and is the geometric relationship between R and Xc. PA has been validated as an indicator of cellular health \[[@pone.0178819.ref012], [@pone.0178819.ref028]\] and has been interpreted as an index of fluid distribution between the intracellular and extracellular compartments \[[@pone.0178819.ref030]\], showing an inverse correlation with the ECW:TBW \[[@pone.0178819.ref031]\]. On the other hand, the length of the vector indicates hydration status from fluid overload (decreased resistance, short vector) to exsiccosis (increased resistance, longer vector), and a sideways migration of the vector due to low or high reactance indicates a decrease or increase in the dielectric mass (membranes and tissue interfaces) of soft tissues \[[@pone.0178819.ref032]\]. The individual vector can be ranked on the RXc point graph with regard to tolerance ellipses representing 50%, 75% and 95% according to the values of a reference population \[[@pone.0178819.ref014]\]. A comparison between the mean vectors of different samples with the 95% confidence ellipses can be performed on the RXc mean graph. Furthermore, the mean vector displacement of a group with the 95% confidence ellipse pre- to post-intervention was plotted on the RXc paired graph \[[@pone.0178819.ref033]\].

### Temperature assessment {#sec012}

Core (°C~core~) and skin temperatures of the right hand (°C~hand~) and foot (°C~foot~) were measured using thermistors connected to a data logger (Squirrel 2010, Grant Instruments Ltd, Cambridge, UK). All swimmers were instructed to take a cold shower (as cold as tolerable) for 10--15 minutes post-training, in order to reduce cutaneous blood flow and temperature and remove accumulated electrolytes \[[@pone.0178819.ref034]\]. Skin temperature, as a surrogate for cutaneous blood flow \[[@pone.0178819.ref035]\], was measured just before BIA measurements; this verified the return to temperatures close to the pre-training values (*p* \< 0.05): Pre-°C~core~: 36.8 ± 0.2°C vs. Post-°C~core~: 37.2 ± 0.3°C; Pre-°C~hand~: 29.6 ± 0.8°C vs. Post-°C~hand~: 29.2 ± 1.1°C; Pre-°C~foot~: 29.0 ± 1.2°C vs. Post-°C~foot~: 28.6 ± 1.0°C. Ambient air temperature and relative humidity in the indoor pool area were also controlled (27.5 ± 0.5°C and 64.5 ± 1.5%, respectively).

### Internal training load assessment {#sec013}

The individual session-RPE (s-RPE) was chosen for rating the perceived exertion during training \[[@pone.0178819.ref036]\]. The CR-10 RPE scale \[[@pone.0178819.ref024]\] was shown to the swimmers immediately after the training was completed. Scores were computed by multiplying the duration of the training by the relative RPE values. One week before the study, all participants were assessed repeatedly during at least 3 training to disclose learning effects and to improve the consistency of the measurements \[[@pone.0178819.ref037]\].

Statistical analysis {#sec014}
--------------------

Descriptive statistics (mean, SD) were calculated for each independent variable and age category. Once the data were tested for normality (Shapiro-Wilks test), differences in anthropometric (BM) and bioelectrical variables (R, Xc, R/h, Xc/h, PA and Z) between pre- and post-training were analyzed by the Student's paired *t*-test. The Student's unpaired *t*-test was used to analyze group differences between age categories. Whole-body bioimpedance vectors were analyzed by the RXc graph method \[[@pone.0178819.ref014]\] using the BIVA software \[[@pone.0178819.ref038]\]. Each swimmer was plotted in the tolerance ellipses (50%, 75% and 95%) of the 14- to 15-year-old healthy female Italian reference population \[[@pone.0178819.ref039]\] as this was the reference population closest in age to our sample. The BIVA mean graph was performed to compare whole-body vectors of C~o~ vs. J~r~ groups, and each SS group vs. the reference population. The BIVA paired graph was used to analyze pre- to post-training changes in the vectors of C~o~ and J~r~. To examine the magnitude of pre-post ratio changes in anthropometric and bioelectrical variables, delta values (Δ, % of pre) were calculated. To estimate the relevance of these changes, relative ES were calculated using Cohen's d. According to Cohen \[[@pone.0178819.ref040]\], ES was defined as small, d ≤ 0.2; medium, d ≤ 0.5; and large, d ≤ 0.8. Pearson's correlation coefficient was used to determine possible statistical associations between a) PA vs. chronological age and PA vs. the ECW:TBW; and b) ΔBM vs. BIA vector variables (ΔR/h, ΔXc/h, ΔPA, ΔZ). A paired one-sample Hotelling's *T*^2^ test was used to analyze pre- to post-training changes in the vector through the 95% confidence ellipses. A two-sample Hotelling's *T*^2^ test was used to determine the BIA vector differences between C~o~ and J~r~ and between each SS group vs. the reference population. *P* \< 0.05 was considered significant.

Results {#sec015}
=======

Determinants of BIA vector distribution pattern in synchronized swimmers {#sec016}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The BIVA point graph ([Fig 2](#pone.0178819.g002){ref-type="fig"}) indicated that swimmers fell mostly outside the 75% tolerance ellipse regardless of age or competition level; in many cases, they were outside the 95% tolerance ellipse, denoting a higher density of body cell mass (BCM) than the reference population. Differences in the BIA vector in comparison with the reference population were found for C~o~ (*T*^2^ = 134.7, *p* = 0.0001) and J~r~ (*T*^2^ = 126.2, *p* \< 0.001), as well as between both groups of SS swimmers (*T*^2^ = 17.6, *p* \< 0.001) ([Fig 3](#pone.0178819.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![BIVA patterns before and after training.\
On the left side, scattergrams of the C~o~ and J~r~ individual (as well as the mean) impedance vectors, plotted on the 50%, 75%, and 95% tolerance ellipses of the corresponding healthy female reference population \[[@pone.0178819.ref039]\] are displayed both for pre- and post-training (Pre-T and Post-T, respectively). On the right side, mean vector displacements of C~o~ and J~r~ from pre- to post-training are shown. R/h, height-adjusted resistance; Xc/h, height-adjusted reactance; *T*^2^, Hotelling's *T*^2^ test; *p*-value (significance at *p* \< 0.05).](pone.0178819.g002){#pone.0178819.g002}

![RXc mean graph.\
The 95% confidence ellipses for the mean impedance vectors of C~o~ (dotted line ellipse), J~r~ (dark dashed line ellipse) and the healthy female reference population (solid line ellipse with vector) \[[@pone.0178819.ref039]\] are shown. R/h, height-adjusted resistance; Xc/h, height-adjusted reactance; C~o~, comen; J~r~, junior; SS, synchronized swimmers.](pone.0178819.g003){#pone.0178819.g003}

[Fig 4](#pone.0178819.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the 50%, 75% and 95% tolerance ellipses corresponding to the whole SS sample (C~o~ and J~r~ together): R/h = 319.7 ± 36.7 Ω/m; Xc/h = 39.9 ± 3.9 Ω/m; *r* = 0.78.

![Tolerance ellipses.\
50%, 75%, and 95% tolerance ellipses generated of the entire group of synchronized swimmers. R/h, height-adjusted resistance; Xc/h, height-adjusted reactance.](pone.0178819.g004){#pone.0178819.g004}

Pre-post differences {#sec017}
--------------------

The BIA vector migration ([Fig 2](#pone.0178819.g002){ref-type="fig"}) was characterized by an increase in R/h and Xc/h, indicating mild dehydration after training both in C~o~ (*T*^2^ = 82.1) and J~r~ (*T*^*2*^ = 41.8) (*p* \< 0.001). This was paralleled by a decrease in BM in both groups of swimmers (*p* = 0.0001) as shown in [Table 3](#pone.0178819.t003){ref-type="table"}. In contrast, all bioelectrical variables significantly increased ([Table 3](#pone.0178819.t003){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0178819.t003

###### Anthropometric and bioelectrical parameters before (Pre) and after (Post) training.

![](pone.0178819.t003){#pone.0178819.t003g}

                        Pre ~(95%\ CI)~   Post ~(95%\ CI)~                Δ-value                         Paired t-test   *p*-value   Cohen's d                                       
  --------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------- ----------- ----------------------------------------------- ---------
  **Comen (n = 34)**    ** **             ** **                           ** **                           ** **           ** **       ** **                                           
  Anthropometric                                                                                                                      ** **                                           
                        BM (kg)           47.2 ± 7.0 ~(44.8--49.7)~       46.9 ± 7.0 ~(44.5--49.3)~       -0.8 ± 0.6      8.081       0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.20^a^
  Bioelectrical                                                                                                                       ** **                                           
                        R (Ω)             529.5 ± 46.1 ~(513.4--545.6)~   548.8 ± 48.5 ~(531.9--565.7)~   3.7 ± 3.0       -7.251      0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.39^b^
                        Xc (Ω)            64.4 ± 5.1 ~(62.7--66.2)~       67.7 ± 5.0 ~(66.0--69.5)~       5.2 ± 3.3       -9.193      0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.67^c^
                        R/h (Ω/m)         328.4 ± 38.8 ~(314.9--341.9)~   340.5 ± 41.0 ~(326.1--354.8)~   3.7 ± 3.0       -7.104      0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.30^b^
                        Xc/h (Ω/m)        40.0 ± 4.5 ~(38.4--41.5)~       42.0 ± 4.6 ~(40.4--43.6)~       5.2 ± 3.3       -8.905      0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.43^b^
                        PA (Ω)            7.0 ± 0.5 ~(6.8--7.1)~          7.1 ± 0.5 ~(6.9--7.2)~          1.5 ± 2.5       -2.863      0.007[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}    0.20^a^
                        Z (Ω/m)           330.9 ± 38.9 ~(317.2--344.4)~   343.1 ± 41.2 ~(328.7--357.4)~   3.7 ± 3.0       -7.178      0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.20^a^
                        *r* (R/h, Xc/h)   0.84                            0.84                            ---             ---         ---                                             
  **Junior (n = 15)**   ** **             ** **                           ** **                           ** **           ** **       ** **                                           
  Anthropometric                                                                                                                      ** **                                           
                        BM (kg)           53.5 ± 5.2 ~(50.6--56.3)~       53.2 ± 5.1 ~(50.3--56.0)~       -0.6 ± 0.4      4.634       0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.17^a^
  Bioelectrical                                                                                                                       ** **                                           
                        R (Ω)             498.5 ± 35.1 ~(479.1--518.0)~   518.5 ± 38.9 ~(497.0--540.1)~   4.0 ± 3.3       -4.870      0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.53^c^
                        Xc (Ω)            65.8 ± 2.9 ~(64.2--67.4)~       70.2 ± 4.8 ~(67.5--72.8)~       6.6 ± 3.9       -6.447      0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.82^c^
                        R/h (Ω/m)         299.9 ± 21.6 ~(287.9--311.9)~   311.9 ± 23.4 ~(298.9--324.9)~   4.0 ± 3.3       -4.864      0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.53^c^
                        Xc/h (Ω/m)        39.6 ± 2.2 ~(38.4--40.8)~       42.2 ± 3.4 ~(40.3--44.1)~       6.6 ± 3.9       -6.352      0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.62^c^
                        PA (Ω)            7.5 ± 0.4 ~(7.3--7.8)~          7.7 ± 0.4 ~(7.5--7.9)~          2.4 ± 3.3       -2.909      0.011[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}    0.45^b^
                        Z (Ω/m)           302.5 ± 21.7 ~(290.5--314.5)~   314.8 ± 23.5 ~(301.7--327.8)~   4.1 ± 3.3       -4.928      0.0001[^\*^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.51^c^
                        r (R/h, Xc/h)     0.66                            0.76                            ---             ---         ---                                              

Values are the mean ± standard deviation; BM, body mass; R, resistance; Xc, reactance; h, height; PA, phase angle; Z, impedance vector module; r, Pearson correlation coefficient between R/h and Xc/h; %Δ, percent differences Pre to Post; CI, 95% confidence interval

\*significant differences between Pre and Post, p-value \< 0.05 (paired t-test Pre vs. Post); a, small effect size (≤ 0.2); b, medium effect size (d ≤ 0.5); c, large effect size (d ≤ 0.8).

BIVA correlations {#sec018}
-----------------

A positive correlation (*r* = 0.45, *p* = 0.001) was found between PA and chronological age in the whole SS sample. Additionally, PA was negatively related (*r* = -0.91; *p* \< 0.001) to the ECW:TBW. No correlations were observed between bioelectrical pre to post changes in relation to BM.

Discussion {#sec019}
==========

This study showed that synchronized swimmers experienced a modest level of dehydration after an intense training session (BM loss \~0.6--0.8% BM) that was detected by BIVA. In addition, we report a specific BIA vector distribution in these young elite SS swimmers in comparison with a healthy, nonathletic reference population of similar age. In fact, this is the first time that specific reference distribution ellipses in a female sporting group is being reported ([Fig 4](#pone.0178819.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

BIVA allows for an analysis of both the homeostatic state and possible BIA vector migration, arising from any variation in body fluid \[[@pone.0178819.ref012], [@pone.0178819.ref026]\]. Nowadays, BIVA is a widely used technique in medicine as a valid tool in the assessment of different physiological states and clinical conditions in which euhydration is frequently altered, such as renal disease \[[@pone.0178819.ref041]\], critically ill patients \[[@pone.0178819.ref042]\], pulmonary disease \[[@pone.0178819.ref043]\], heart failure \[[@pone.0178819.ref044]\], gastrointestinal disease \[[@pone.0178819.ref045]\], and pregnancy and postpartum \[[@pone.0178819.ref046]\]. Its properties are especially interesting for hydration assessments in both the training process and competitive sporting events \[[@pone.0178819.ref016], [@pone.0178819.ref047]\].

Nevertheless, in protocols measuring parameters before and after exercise to analyze acute vector shifts, certain factors that may generate errors in the bioelectrical signal should be controlled in order to provide accurate and reliable results, including: skin preparation \[[@pone.0178819.ref048]\]; previous hydration status \[[@pone.0178819.ref049]\]; previous consumption of food or beverage \[[@pone.0178819.ref035], [@pone.0178819.ref050], [@pone.0178819.ref051]\]; body position and posture during measurements \[[@pone.0178819.ref021], [@pone.0178819.ref051], [@pone.0178819.ref052]\]; electrode impedance \[[@pone.0178819.ref053]\], position and placement modification \[[@pone.0178819.ref051], [@pone.0178819.ref052]\]; time of body fluid stabilization \[[@pone.0178819.ref054], [@pone.0178819.ref055]\]; variations in cutaneous blood flow and temperature \[[@pone.0178819.ref035], [@pone.0178819.ref052]\]; skin electrolyte accumulation produced by physical exercise \[[@pone.0178819.ref035]\]; reproducibility of bioelectrical measurements influenced by biological intra-day \[[@pone.0178819.ref056]\] and inter-day variations \[[@pone.0178819.ref050]\]; environmental conditions \[[@pone.0178819.ref021], [@pone.0178819.ref052]\]; menstrual cycle \[[@pone.0178819.ref017], [@pone.0178819.ref057]\]; and injury condition \[[@pone.0178819.ref058]\].

Despite the ecological design of this research, the study protocol attempted to control these factors. As mentioned above, ingestion of a meal or beverage has an influence on Z, which may decrease over a 2-to 4-h period after a meal, generally representing a change of \< 3% in Z values \[[@pone.0178819.ref022]\]. Therefore, in our study, post-exercise BIVA measurements could have been influenced by breakfast and water intake in the middle of the training session, possibly underestimating Z values by \~9--10 Ω. The amount of water intake at the end of the training should not have affected the BIVA measurements because the recent ingestion of a meal or beverage (\< 1 h from the ingestion to BIA measurements) appears to be \"electrically silent\" and to have a minimal effect on whole- body Z \[[@pone.0178819.ref059]\]. With regard to the temperature control, it is known that every 1.0°C increase in the skin can lead to a decrease in R of up to \~11% \[[@pone.0178819.ref060]\]. Possible pre-post BIA differences related to environmental and cutaneous temperatures of the swimmers were controlled, accepting increases or decreases lower than 1°C as, in this range of values, differences in Z appear not to be significant \[[@pone.0178819.ref061]\]. Finally, it should be noted that the study sample was composed of female athletes. Thus, to minimize the body fluid fluctuations caused by the effect of female hormonal kinetics \[[@pone.0178819.ref017]\] and consequent changes in performance ability \[[@pone.0178819.ref062]\], international recommendations were followed \[[@pone.0178819.ref028], [@pone.0178819.ref057]\]. Thus, those swimmers who were in a premenstrual phase (luteal or secretory phase) or who were taking contraceptives and/or menstrual cycle pharmacologic regulators were excluded.

BIA vector changes evoked by training {#sec020}
-------------------------------------

This study is the first to use BIVA to characterize variations in hydration status in young SS athletes evoked by training. RXc paired graphs showed significant vector changes after exercise in both groups ([Fig 2](#pone.0178819.g002){ref-type="fig"}), which were interpreted as mild dehydration (average loss \<1% BM) \[[@pone.0178819.ref063]\]. Nevertheless, no correlation was observed between changes in BM and BIA vector migration. This could be due to the fluid intake of the athletes during training, which was maintained due to the ecological study design. A recent investigation in which no food/fluid intake was allowed found similar results with exercise-induced dehydration \[[@pone.0178819.ref029]\]. The researchers noted that this could be influenced by inadequate criteria for stable bioelectrical impedance measurements or by exercise-related factors, such as sweat rate, respiratory water loss and oxidative water production, that may lead to BM loss without an effective net negative fluid balance \[[@pone.0178819.ref064]\]. However, these results differ from other studies \[[@pone.0178819.ref065], [@pone.0178819.ref066]\] that found a significant relationship between changes in bioelectrical values and BM induced passively and/or chronically. It is possible that greater changes could have been observed if the swimmers had not ingested fluids during the long and intense training ([Table 2](#pone.0178819.t002){ref-type="table"}). Nevertheless, no significant relationships were found with BM in the present study.

Only two studies in the literature have investigated short-term vector changes induced by exercise. Collodel et al. \[[@pone.0178819.ref067]\] did not find differences in R and Xc---and thus in vector position---after an incremental maximal cycle ergometer test (of an unspecified duration) performed by healthy sedentary subjects and moderately trained subjects, although both the BM and the hematocrit experienced significant changes. Nevertheless, two possible limitations could have influenced their bioelectrical results: the post-exercise measurement was performed 5 min after finishing the test; thus, some previously mentioned sources of error may have influenced the bioelectrical signal \[[@pone.0178819.ref035]\]. Furthermore, an RXc mean graph was reported for pre-post analysis, instead of an RXc paired graph. The type of Hotelling's T^2^ test chosen should have also been clarified because the RXc paired graph and the paired one-sample Hotelling's T^2^ test are the appropriate analyses in this case, and they may have given different results. Conversely, Gatterer et al. \[[@pone.0178819.ref029]\] analyzed the short-term bioelectrical changes in well-trained subjects after 1 h of a self-rated intensity cycle ergometer test in the heat (environmental chamber). The authors reported findings similar to those of the present study, observing increased resistance and reactance, as well as a vector migration, after exercise in the heat.

In our study, vector migration along the major axis due to increased R/h and Xc/h indicates fluid loss ([Fig 2](#pone.0178819.g002){ref-type="fig"}), as the length of the vector is inversely related to TBW \[[@pone.0178819.ref013]\]. Resistance is pure opposition of the conductor to the flow of current \[[@pone.0178819.ref052]\]. Therefore, the significantly increased resistance experienced by the swimmers reflects the decreased body fluids \[[@pone.0178819.ref035]\], which is supported by the decrease in BM, and is also probably followed---which we cannot prove---by changes in electrolyte concentration \[[@pone.0178819.ref066]\]. With regard to the reactance, Gatterer et al. \[[@pone.0178819.ref029]\] suggested that the increased reactance after exercise could indicate fluid shifts between intra- and extracellular compartments. Xc maintains a relationship with cell membrane capacitance (Cm), which is affected by the size, thickness and composition of the cell membranes \[[@pone.0178819.ref068]\]. Alterations such as fluid shifts between compartments induced by physical activity modify the characteristics of the muscle cells. As suggested, the cell membrane becomes thinner as the cell swells and Cm increases, and the opposite occurs when the cell shrinks \[[@pone.0178819.ref069]\], thus affecting Xc. Furthermore, as proposed by De Lorenzo et al. \[[@pone.0178819.ref070]\], variations in fluid distribution would modify the characteristic frequency (Fc)---i.e., the frequency at which Xc is maximal). Because Xc is highly dependent on the relationship between the frequency of measurement and Fc, changes in Fc evoke great variations in Xc at 50 kHz, simply because this frequency is a fixed point on the changing impedance locus \[[@pone.0178819.ref071]\]. However, De Lorenzo and colleagues' hypothesis should be considered with caution because it refers to Hanai's model, which relays on assumptions such as spherical cells shape. Nevertheless, the meaning of Xc behavior after exercise remains to be clarified. In this regard, consideration of the Xc as an indicator of dielectric mass (membranes and tissue interfaces) of soft tissues \[[@pone.0178819.ref052]\] should be reviewed, as it may not be applicable in this type of protocols. It should be noted that despite the fact that vector changes after fluid removal and overload (e.g., the wet--dry cycle of dialysis) as a non-physiological process is clinically well-established \[[@pone.0178819.ref013]\], every dehydration process induced by physical exercise is a consequence of several physiological adaptations whose relationship with the vector behavior is scarcely explored, especially at the cellular level and considering the kinetics of Xc.

Because BIVA appears to be sensitive to body water adaptations evoked by high intensity SS training, it could help to assess hydration variations in real time and could also substitute the current hydration biomarkers that require a mobile laboratory. Nevertheless, we are still far from confirming BIVA as a valid and reliable biomarker of hydration status. Its progressive use as a complementary measure to hematological hydration indicators will allow us to parameterize its values and demonstrate its real possibilities in the near future.

Determinants of BIA vector distribution pattern in synchronized swimmers {#sec021}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The individual anthropometric dimensions, such as weight and height, determine the body's bioelectrical properties \[[@pone.0178819.ref052]\]. Although bioelectrical variables are normalized for height, BMI calculation enables better contextualization of the sample. The results of the BMI in both groups ([Table 1](#pone.0178819.t001){ref-type="table"})---underweight and normal weight in C~o~ and J~r~ swimmers, respectively---seem to be coherent with the great physiological demands of this sport \[[@pone.0178819.ref004]\]. These anthropometric characteristics are necessary to understand that the bioelectrical signal will also be specifically related to each sport, sex and age \[[@pone.0178819.ref015]\]. The comparison of BIA vector distribution values of SS athletes with that of other sports practitioners is difficult due to the absence of values for female athletes and differences in age and gender with regard to the only study that, to our knowledge, has provided a characterization of a sport-specific population, i.e. male soccer players \[[@pone.0178819.ref047]\]. Nevertheless, a comparison between SS and reference populations or between both groups of swimmers according to their age can be discussed.

### Characterization of synchronized swimmers {#sec022}

In the present group of swimmers, PA variation was positively correlated with age, following a trend similar to that of the general athletic population of the same sex and age, in accordance with Koury et al. \[[@pone.0178819.ref015]\]. This positive correlation in athletes is in agreement with the increase in metabolic tissues during biological maturation \[[@pone.0178819.ref039]\]. Mean and individual Z vectors ([Fig 2](#pone.0178819.g002){ref-type="fig"}) were found to be displaced to the left and mostly scattered outside the 75% tolerance ellipse (in many cases, outside the 95% tolerance ellipse) on the RXc graphs when swimmers were compared to the reference nonathletic Italian female population of similar age \[[@pone.0178819.ref039]\]. Furthermore, with increasing age and performance level of the athletes ([Fig 3](#pone.0178819.g003){ref-type="fig"}), a displacement to the left was also observed, due to a decrease in the R/h component in the absence of a difference in the Xc/h component. Other studies \[[@pone.0178819.ref015], [@pone.0178819.ref029], [@pone.0178819.ref047]\] have also reported vectors of sport samples shifted to the left when compared to their reference populations, which might reflect the specific adaptations of body composition in different sports \[[@pone.0178819.ref072]\]. Additionally, vectors shifted to the left have been reported with increasing age \[[@pone.0178819.ref015]\] and performance level \[[@pone.0178819.ref047]\] in sport samples. It remains to be investigated whether the differences are the result of vector displacement due to biological maturation, to the specific training process or a combination of both.

Athletes generally possess increased soft tissue mass and differing fluid content compared to the sedentary population \[[@pone.0178819.ref072]\]. Total body fluid is affected by factors such as training \[[@pone.0178819.ref073]\]. Trained athletes have a greater amount of body fluid and different fluid distribution between the intracellular and extracellular compartments. This can be because of their larger muscle mass, increased plasma volume and muscle glycogen reserves \[[@pone.0178819.ref008], [@pone.0178819.ref035]\], which could increase water transport into the muscle \[[@pone.0178819.ref074]\] and fluid-regulating hormone adaptations (i.e., aldosterone and sensitivity) \[[@pone.0178819.ref075]\].

As suggested, both the increased BCM in SS indicated by the BIA vector and the vector differences due to decreased R/h with similar Xc/h values could reflect different intracellular water (ICW) content. On a related note, and according to Chertow et al. \[[@pone.0178819.ref031]\], a negative relationship was found between the ECW:TBW and PA in the present study. Because SS showed a greater PA, the greater ICW content of the swimmers compared to the reference population---as well as J~r~ compared to C~o~---is likely due to the hypertrophy of the muscle fibers \[[@pone.0178819.ref047]\]. Additionally, the greater PA could also reflect better cell function \[[@pone.0178819.ref012]\].

Thus, the present findings highlight the need for specific new tolerance ellipses for the SS sporting population ([Fig 4](#pone.0178819.g004){ref-type="fig"}). These ellipses might be useful for interpretation of individual vectors and for defining target regions of impedance vectors for lower-level SS athletes. Nevertheless, further studies should increase the sample size and analyze different performance levels; this will help determine whether specific training activity may induce vector migration to the side in the higher level swimmers, as well as the utility of the tolerance ellipses for monitoring hydration status and performance state.

The main limitation of the present study, in addition to those previously mentioned for the sake of text fluency, is the previously mentioned ecological constraints of the protocol, which may have caused an attenuation of the bioelectrical changes after training. Additionally, with regard to the comparison of the SS sample to the reference population, no tolerance ellipses of the healthy reference population have been published for this specific age range. Thus, this study used the tolerance ellipses of the healthy reference population closest in age.

In conclusion, BIVA appears to be sensitive to hydration changes evoked by high intensity SS training, regardless of age and performance level. Moreover, the present study showed that SS swimmers are characterized by a specific distribution of BIVA parameters when compared to a healthy nonathletic reference population. Furthermore, BIVA also showed differences between swimmers of different age and performance level. This is the first time that specific tolerance ellipses in a female sport group are being reported.

The use of BIVA as an indicator of dehydration in sport practice is clearly an emerging research area. Beyond the need for further validation of this methodology, especially in pre- to post-exercise designs, generation of new ellipses according to each sport, age, sex, race and sport level is needed in order to establish useful and comparable reference values for the field of sport sciences.
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